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Introduction
This file contains a set of tasks given to prospective elementary school teachers in an
undergraduate university course aimed at preparing them for teaching mathematics, in
consecutive offerings of this course in the years 1999, 2000, 2002, 2003, 2006, 2007 and 2008.
We label the course “Teaching Mathematics”; the university in which it took place is
labeled “AU3”, and the instructor is labeled “Athree”.
Tasks are labeled using the format “AU3-TM1-Athree-Task-[number]”.
The course was one of the Teaching Mathematics courses given at six universities in
three Canadian provinces – New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Québec – that we studied in our
research. Three universities were Francophone, and three – Anglophone. Tasks used in Teaching
Mathematics courses at other universities will be presented in separate files.
The set of tasks has been indexed using a system of categories of ACTIONS in which
the tasks engage future teachers and a system of categories of ANALYTIC TOOLS offered to
the future teachers to guide them in performing the actions.
The index is available from the website of Anna Sierpinska
(www.annasierpinska.wkrib.com ), the “Research” page, at:
http://www.annasierpinska.wkrib.com/pdf/EMM-Research-Sierpinska-OsanaIndexing_Framework.pdf
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List of abbreviations
TM

Teaching Mathematics (name of a course)

FT

Future teacher

TK

Models of teacher’s knowledge

TDA

Models of teacher’s didactic actions

MKT

Models of mathematical knowledge for teaching

PML

Psychology of mathematics learning

Comm

Models of communication skills

Prof

Models of professional behavior
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Year: Winter 1999
AU3-TM1-Athree-1999-Task-1 “Lesson Analysis”
Institutional status: graded assignment (20% of the course grade)
Task formulation
Teach a lesson to your resource group on a mathematical subject unfamiliar to the members of the group. The
mathematical subject might be: the use of mathematics in a profession or hobby you are familiar with; an
interesting piece of recreational mathematics; something from the history of mathematics, or a traditional
academic mathematical topic. This lesson should be 15 minutes long. You should hand in:
a) An analysis of your own teaching, commenting on:
- teaching methods chosen (Potential for student involvement, Creativity, Planning: logic and timing),
and
- quality of their application (Clarity; Student involvement; Ongoing evaluation; Pacing; Flexibility)
b) An analysis of the teaching of each member of your group, commenting on and giving a mark for teaching
methods chosen (5 points) and quality (10 points)
It is not necessary to hand in the video tape.
Your mark on this assignment will be based on how well your comments reveal the depth of your analysis,
and how well your comments in part b support the marks you give. Parts a and b will have equal weight for
marking.

Task analysis
This task as a whole is related to the content area of TDA: FTs have to prepare their own
teaching activity; implement the plan; evaluate their teaching and the teaching of their peers. The
structure of the assignment already structures the teaching act into three phases: prepare, teach,
evaluate. This structure is presented in the textbook used in the course: “The teaching act is a
three-phase process: what the teacher does before the lesson, what the teacher does during the
lesson, and what the teacher does after the lesson” (Cathcart, Pothier, Vance, & Bezuk, p. 21).
Each phase is then explained, focusing on the principles to follow (Cathcart, Pothier, Vance, &
Bezuk, pp. 21-27). For example, “Pre-Teaching activities” include “Student considerations”
which are to be based on such principles as, “Mathematical ideas are generally not learned as the
result of one lesson. Teachers need to be patient…”; “Active involvement of the students’ needs
to take many forms: physical as well as mental, verbal as well as written. A teacher should plan
for activities that foster… all these forms of involvement” (Cathcart, Pothier, Vance, & Bezuk,
p. 21).
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Teaching standards are suggested in the formulation of the task: a good lesson should
contain a potential for student involvement, be clear and coherent, have good pace and timing, be
creative; in the lectures, instructor advocates the “problem-based approach”, and refers to the
authority of Skemp1 to support it. We found a description of the problem-based approach in
(Erickson, 1999). The instructor did not refer his students to this reading, however. In the
textbook, students could read about several “models for teaching mathematics” (Cathcart,
Pothier, Vance, & Bezuk, pp. 23-26), and presumably choose any one of them for their lesson
plan. We note that none of these models was named “problem-based approach”.
Analytic tools for the whole task
TDA \ Teaching models \ Traditional model; Problem-based teaching; Interactive teaching
TDA \ Standards of quality of teaching \ Student involvement; Planning logic; Timing; Pacing;
Ongoing evaluation; Flexibility; Creativity
We now break down the task into subtasks corresponding to actions required in each
task.

AU3-TM1-Athree-1999-Task-1.1 Teach a lesson to fellow future teachers
Action
Teacher’s action \ Teaching \ Simulation of teaching \ with fellow future teachers in the role of
students

AU3-TM1-Athree-1999-Task-1.2 Analyze your own teaching.
Action
Teacher’s action \ Reflection, not shared with fellow teachers \ analysis of own teaching

1

Richard R. Skemp (1919-1995) was a British mathematics educator famous for his distinction between relational
and instrumental understanding in mathematics and for his SAIL project. SAIL stands for Structured Activities In
Intelligent Learning, and refers to a complete curriculum framework for age 5-11 children, organized around
specially constructed “activities”, or problems, whence Athree’s notion that Skemp can be credited with the idea of
problem-based teaching model. From a webpage devoted to Skemp’s work (www.skemp.org ) two books with the
SAIL activities can be downloaded free of charge (Skemp, 1993); (Skemp, 1993). There is also a collection of
videos with Skemp doing some of those activities with children.
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AU3-TM1-Athree-1999-Task-1.3 Analyze the teaching of each member of your
group
Action
Teacher’s action \ Reflection, not shared with fellow teachers \ analysis of another person’s
teaching

AU3-TM1-Athree-1999-Task-2 “Resource group presentation”
Institutional status: graded assignment (20% of the course grade)
Task formulation
Your resource group should prepare a one-hour presentation on the use of your resources to teach
mathematics. Some possible areas to cover are:


Dice, Games: Whole numbers, Integers, Data and Probability, Patterns and relationships



Base 10 blocks, Linking cubes, Counters, 10 Frames, Abaci: Decimals, Whole numbers, Integers,
Data and Probability, Measurement, Geometry, Patterns and relationships



100 charts, Multiplication tables, Addition tables, Gattegno charts: Whole numbers, Decimals,
Patterns and relationships



Fraction kits: Fractions, Geometry, Measurement, Data and Probability, Patterns and relationships



Geoboards, Graph paper: Geometry, Decimals, Data and probability, Patterns and relationships



LOGO: Patterns and relationships, Integers, Decimals, Geometry, Measurement

Feel free to describe applications of your resources to other topics. The focus of the presentation should be on
how to use the resources, including an overview of possible uses and at least one in-depth example.
Instructions for making or acquiring resources should be provided. Handouts covering additional uses are
strongly encouraged. The instructor can make these available….
Evaluation will be based on:
1.

The usefulness of the ideas presented for teaching (practicality, connection to learning theory,
curriculum)

2.

The quality of the presentation (clarity, creativity, scope, depth, etc.)

Task analysis
Action
Teacher-to-teacher professional communication \ Resources for teaching \ Resource sharing
Analytic tools
MKT \ Curriculum \ Topics \ Whole numbers, integers, fractions, decimals, patterns and
relationships, geometry, measurement, data & probability
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TDA \ Materials for teaching \ Formats \ Dice, Games, Base 10 blocks, Linking cubes, Counters,
10-frames, Abaci, 100-charts, Multiplication tables, Addition tables, Gattegno charts, Fraction
kits, Arithmagons, Geoboards, Graph paper, Logo
TDA \ Materials for teaching \ Standards of quality for teaching materials \ Connections with
curriculum; Practicality; Connections with learning theory
PML \ Learning theory \ The van Hiele model
Comm \ Presentation standards \ Clarity; Creativity; Scope; Depth

AU3-TM1-Athree-1999-Task-3 “Online discussion”
Institutional status: graded assignment (25% of the course grade)
Task formulation
You will take part in a discussion using [name of online chat software]. The instructor will provide prompts
each week. In some cases these will refer to readings on the [name of webpage]. Each student should respond
directly to the prompt, and to at least one other student’s contribution, each week. Evaluation will be based
on the number of contributions that add to the discussion by being insightful, creative, thought provoking,
etc. Due weekly, on or before the day of class, throughout the course. Late contributions will be assigned a
penalty.

Task analysis
Action
Teacher-to-teacher professional communication \ Reflection, shared with fellow teachers \
Reflection on an issue
Analytic tools
Comm \ Discussion standards \ Insightful; Creative,; Thought-provoking; Timely
Comment: Future teachers are not advised about principles of online discussion. There exist
such principles in educational literature, e.g. (Savvidou, 2010); (Vonderwell, Liang, &
Alderman, 2007).

AU3-TM1-Athree-1999-Task-4 “Class participation”
Institutional status: graded assignment (10% of the course grade)
Task formulation
Evidence of having made use of texts and other readings, attendance, and contributions to class discussions
will be taken into account.
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Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Behaviour \ Class participation
Analytic tools
Prof \ Course participation variables \ Making use of texts and other readings; Attendance;
Contributions to class discussions
Comment: Were students advised about principles of participation? There exists a theory of
“participatory learning” based on constructionist principles. Here are some references:
Participatory Learning Techniques http://www.gdrc.org/icm/ppp/plt.html
Participatory Learning Environment (PLE)
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/en/Participatory_learning_environment
Athree used to be interested in constructionism once, so maybe he consciously used these
principles although without teaching his students explicitly about them. He may have started to
use PLEs even more consciously later, starting in 2008, where future teachers were asked to codecide about up the course content and forms of assessment together with the instructor.

AU3-TM1-Athree-1999-Task-5 “Project”
Institutional status: Graded assignment (25%)
Task formulation
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Task analysis
Analytic tools for the whole task
TDA \ Materials for teaching \ Formats \ Lesson plan template; Math Bag
TDA \ Materials for teaching \ Standard content elements \ connections with curriculum
outcomes; connections with other subjects; in-class component; at-home component
TDA \ Materials for teaching \ Standards of quality \ use of manipulatives; consideration of
constructivist learning theory; support for special needs students; suitability of the at-home
component to use by parents
MKT \ Curriculum \ Curriculum outcomes
PML \ Learning theories \ Constructivism; Theoretical underpinnings of the Math Bag program
Comment: Theory underlying the Math Bag program is presented at
http://socrates.acadiau.ca/courses/educ/reid/4173/Mathbag/mathbag.htm

Samples of math bags can be found at
http://plato.acadiau.ca/courses/educ/reid/4173/Mathbag/index.html

Example of a math bag on geometry
http://socrates.acadiau.ca/courses/educ/reid/4173/Mathbag/A-k/mathbaghome.htm

AU3-TM1-Athree-1999-Task-5.1 Lesson plan writing
Action
Teacher’s action \ Teaching activity preparation \ Lesson plan writing
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AU3-TM1-Athree-1999-Task-5.2 At-home activity preparation
Action
Teacher’s action \ Teaching activity preparation \ Homework preparing \ Math Bag creating

AU3-TM1-Athree-1999-Task-6 “Problem of the week”
Institutional status: Not formally counted towards the course grade. The task changes from week
to week. Students work on an elementary school math problem from a website which posts
“problems of the week” at home and then discuss the problem and their solutions in class, under
the guidance of the instructor. The task is mentioned in the course outline in the list of
components of a typical class.

The problems were taken from the above Swarthmore page in 1999, but now the PoWs have
been moved to The Math Forum @ Drexel web page http://mathforum.org/pows/
Task analysis
Analytic tools, common to all subtasks:
MKT \ Elementary school mathematics
Note: The textbook contains categories for problem solving strategies, but, as Athree said in the
interviews, he does not require FTs to know their names and characteristics. He also doesn’t
insist on precise mathematical terminology.

AU3-TM1-Athree-1999-Task-6.1 Solve a Problem of the Week
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Solving an elementary math word problem
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AU3-TM1-Athree-1999-Task-6.2 Discuss solutions to a Problem of the Week
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Discussing an elementary math word problem

AU3-TM1-Athree-1999-Task-7 “Mental computation activity”
Institutional status: In-class activity, no marks
Task formulation
Task is only mentioned in the description of a “typical class”.
Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Mental computation
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school mathematics
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Year: Winter 2000
AU3-TM1-Athree-2000-Task-1 “Teachers of the week”
Institutional status: graded assignment (15% of the course grade)
Task formulation
You and your teaching group will share responsibility (with the instructor) for the teaching of the lesson
component of one class. Prior to the class you will meet with the instructor to plan the lesson for that week.
Planning far ahead is encouraged. Preparing notes for distribution to the class is encouraged. Normal
administration tasks (making announcements, taking attendance, etc.) will also be part of your responsibility.
All classes will conclude with a 20 minute discussion of the class: how it was taught, usefulness of the
content, etc.
Topics for the 8 teacher teams: 1. Numeration, place value; 2. Addition and subtraction of whole numbers; 3.
Multiplication and factoring of whole numbers; 4. Multiplication of decimals and fractions; 5. Adding and
subtracting fractions; 6. Classifying, describing and measuring shapes; 7. Reasoning in a geometrical space:
LOGO; 8. Music and math.

Task analysis
Analytic tools, common to the whole Task 1
MKT \ Curriculum \ Topics \ Numeration; Place value; Addition and subtraction of whole
numbers; Multiplication of decimals and fractions; Adding and subtracting fractions;
Classifying, describing and measuring shapes; Reasoning in a geometric space: LOGO;
Probability and data; Music and mathematics
Comment: Compared with 1999, the 2000 list contains a more detailed and systematic overview
of elementary curriculum topics. In 1999, some topics were mentioned in relation with uses of
resources or manipulatives only; and they were not put in order. The topic of numeration and
place value was certainly not mentioned. It is always a surprise for new TM instructors that FTs
should not understand such very basic notions as numeration and place value and that, in
general, they have no general “curriculum vision” of the elementary school math (DarlingHammond & Bransford, 2005).
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AU3-TM1-Athree-2000-Task-1.1 Teaching activity preparation
Action
Teacher’s action \ Teaching activity preparation (co-teaching with fellow FTs under TM
instructor’s guidance) \ Materials development \ Handouts: Notes for distribution to the class

AU3-TM1-Athree-2000-Task-1.2 Co-teaching an TM class
Action
Teacher’s action \ Teaching \ Authentic teaching \ Co-teaching a TM class to fellow FTs

AU3-TM1-Athree-2000-Task-1.3 Reflection, shared
Action
Teacher-to-teacher professional communication \ Reflection, shared \ Reflection on own
teaching triggered by peers’ feedback

AU3-TM1-Athree-2000-Task-2
activity”
Institutional status: Graded assignment (20%)
Task formulation
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“Inclusive

Education

Centre

Task analysis
Action
Teacher’s action \ Teaching activity preparation \ Materials development \ Teacher’s Guide
writing
Analytic tools
TDA \ Materials for teaching \ Formats \ Teacher’s Guide
TDA \ Materials for teaching \ Standard content elements \ Key ideas; connections with
curriculum outcomes; expected answers; suggestions for evaluation related with the curriculum
outcomes; additional resources
TDA \ Materials for teaching \ Standards of quality \ suggestions for evaluation related with the
curriculum outcomes; usefulness; level of student thinking encouraged; level of student
involvement encouraged

AU3-TM1-Athree-2000-Task-3 “Online discussion”
Institutional status: graded assignment (20%)
Task formulation
You will interact with the members of your discussion group in an online discussion. The instructor will
participate by offering prompts for discussion and comments on issues raised by the group. There will not
necessarily be a prompt every week from the instructor. You are expected to offer your own suggestions for
topics if you find nothing in the discussion to react to. The quality of the discussion will very much depend
on the quality of the contributions of the individuals. Adding new insights, generalising from the particular,
making the general specific, asking questions, making connections and offering interesting speculation all
add to the level of discussion.
You are required to participate at least 18 times, not more than once in the same 24 hour period. The
requirement that contributions be spaced more than 24 hours apart is intended to encourage interaction by
allowing for time for reactions to comments. There will be nine weeks of discussion, ending at the beginning
of class in weeks 2-10.
Marks will be awarded on an individual basis. Please note that the University Calendar suggests that Very
Good performance is indicated by a mark of 75%. At the time of the fourth class, each member of your group
will provide you with an evaluation scheme they will be using, and a preliminary mark based on your
participation to date. You will (obviously) do the same for them, as well as providing a copy of your
evaluation scheme and marks to the instructor (who will indicate to you whether your scheme is acceptable
or not). At the time of the eighth class, updated marks will be exchanged. Within a week of the final class,
discussion marks will be handed in to the instructor.
Your mark will be based on the average of the marks from your peers. If your evaluation scheme is not
acceptable, or your marks are not submitted on time, then your mark on this assignment will be 0. When
marks are submitted to the instructor at the end of the term, they should be expressed as a whole number of
marks out of 20 (e.g., 16/20 or 19/20, not 16.345/20 or 89%).
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Task analysis
Action
Teacher-to-teacher professional communication \ Reflection, shared \ Reflection on an issue
Analytic tools
Comm \ Discussion standards \ coming up with suggestions for discussion topics; adding new
insights; generalizing from the particular; making the general specific; asking questions; making
connections; offering interesting speculation

AU3-TM1-Athree-2000-Task-4 “Professionalism”
Institutional status: graded assignment (10%)
Task formulation

Note: Presently, the PoWs are at http://mathforum.org/pows/ (Drexel University, 2011)
Task analysis

AU3-TM1-Athree-2000-Task-4.1 Course participation
Action
Student’s action \ Behaviour \ Course participation
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Analytic tools
Prof \ Standards of the teaching profession \ being prepared for class (reading the texts,
attempting the PoW); constructive participation (in groups, class activities, etc.); attending
classes; compensating for absence; attending to class activities

AU3-TM1-Athree-2000-Task-4.2 Solving a Problem of the Week
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical action \ Solving an elementary math problem (“Problem of the
week”)
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school math

AU3-TM1-Athree-2000-Task-4.3 Discussing a Problem of the Week
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Discussing an elementary math problem (“Problem of the
week”)
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school math

AU3-TM1-Athree-2000-Task-5 “Math bag”
Institutional status: graded assignment (25%)
Task formulation
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Note:

Information

about

The

Math

Bag

Homework

Program

is

available

at

http://plato.acadiau.ca/courses/educ/reid/4173/Mathbag/index.html (Reid, 1999).
Task analysis
Action
Teacher’s action \ Teaching activity preparation \ Homework preparing \ Math Bag creating
Analytic tools
TDA \ Materials for teaching \ Formats \ Math Bag
TDA \ Materials for teaching \ Standard content elements \ connections with curriculum
outcomes; connections with other disciplines
TDA \ Materials for teaching \ Standards of quality \ Suitability of the connections with
curriculum outcomes; plausibility of connections with other subjects; use of manipulatives;
consideration of the constructivist learning theory; support for special needs students
PML \ Learning theories \ constructivism; theoretical underpinnings of the Math Bag program

AU3-TM1-Athree-2000-Task-6 “Book report”
Institutional status: graded assignment (10%)
Task formulation
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Task analysis
Action
Teacher’s action \ Reflection, not shared \ Reflection on issues inspired by a reading
Analytic tools
(none suggested)

AU3-TM1-Athree-2000-Task-8 “Mental computation”
Institutional status: non-graded assignment; part of every class
Formulation: Activity listed in the course outline as a component of every class
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Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Mental computation
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school math \ Computation skills and strategies
Comments about Actions in 2000
As in 1999, there are no sanctions for not being able to solve a school math problem or making
mistakes in calculations correctly in 2000. Differently than in 1999, there are sanctions for not
attempting the solution of the Problem of the Week. This becomes part of the grade for
“Professionalism”.
“Professionalism” replaced “Class participation” and is to be taken more seriously by the
students. It appears that FTs have not been taking the requirement of attempting the solution of
the PoW seriously enough in 1999.
Student’s mathematical actions had no weight towards the grade; this was raised to 5% in
2000. It seems that the instructor noticed in 1999 that FTs are not yet mature enough to be
treated as FTs only; their attitude is still that of students trying to pass a course with least effort.
Athree must have also noticed that FTs’ knowledge of elementary school math cannot be taken
for granted, whence the more systematic and thorough review of the fundamental elementary
school math topics.
Teaching activity preparation gained in importance, and it has also become more authentic:
students wrote a Lesson plan in 1999, which is not something teachers routinely do or use; in
2000, they wrote a Teacher’s Guide, which is a product most teachers cannot live without.
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Year: Winter 2002
AU3-TM1-Athree-2002-Task-1 “Course outline quiz”
Institutional status: graded assignment (5%)
Task formulation

Task analysis
Action
Student’s action \ Behaviour \ Reading the course outline
Analytic tools
Prof \ Standards of student behavior \ course outline reading; assignments and their elements
understanding; formatting guidelines for assignments following; due dates respecting

AU3-TM1-Athree-2002-Task-2 “Summary of specific curriculum
outcomes”
Institutional status: graded assignment (10%)
Task formulation
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Task analysis
Action
Teacher-to-teacher professional communication \ Curriculum outcomes interpretation
Analytic tools
TDA \ Materials for teaching \ Formats \ Html document
TDA \ Materials for teaching \ Standard content elements \ Explanation of the meaning of
Specific Curriculum Outcomes (SCOs); Conceptual relations among SCOs; Classification of
SCOs into Prior learning, Concurrent learning and Subsequent learning
Comment: In 1999 and 2000, Prof. Athree expected FTs to engage in full scale practical
teacher’s activities like complex teaching activities preparation and teaching. FTs could not
perform them well and Athree might have diagnosed them with lack of particular elements of
behavior (e.g. not reading the course outline and not accessing resources such as curriculum
guides); knowledge (e.g. understanding the curriculum), and skills (e.g. operationalizing
curriculum guides; communication of one’s understanding of the curriculum). In 2002, he
decided to set up smaller assignments specifically aimed at “filling these gaps”, in abstraction
from the ordinary teaching actions where these behaviors, knowledge and skills would be
employed. The first two tasks seemed to have this purpose in the TM course. He also must have
thought that before FTs start respecting standards of the teaching profession, they have to respect
standards of student behavior, and began treating them more like students (naughty ones, too)
and less with the respect due to a professional teacher.
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AU3-TM1-Athree-2002-Task-3 “Resource list”
Institutional status: graded assignment (5%)
Task formulation

Note: “Process standards” refers to a category of standards proposed by NCTM (National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 2000) : communication, connections, problem solving,
reasoning and representation:
Communication
-

COM.1 Organize and consolidate students’ mathematical thinking through communication
COM.2 Communicate their mathematical thinking coherently and clearly to peers, teachers,
and others
COM.3 Analyze and evaluate the mathematical thinking and strategies of others
COM.4 Use the language of mathematics to express mathematical ideas precisely

Connections
-

CON.1 Recognize and use connections among mathematical ideas
CON.2 Understand how mathematical ideas interconnect and build on one another to
produce a coherent whole
CON.3 Recognize and apply mathematics in contexts outside of mathematics

Problem Solving
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PS.1 Build new mathematical knowledge through problem solving
PS.2 Solve problems that arise in mathematics and in other contexts

-

PS.3 Apply and adapt a variety of appropriate strategies to solve problems
PS.4 Monitor and reflect on the process of mathematical problem solving
Reasoning and Proof

-

RP.1 Recognize reasoning and proof as fundamental aspects of mathematics
RP.2 Make and investigate mathematical conjectures
RP.3 Develop and evaluate mathematical arguments and proofs
RP.4 Select and use various types of reasoning and methods of proof

Representation
-

R.1 Create and use representations to organize, record, and communicate mathematical ideas
R.2 Select, apply, and translate among mathematical representations to solve problems
R.3 Use representations to model and interpret physical, social, and mathematical
phenomena

Task analysis

AU3-TM1-Athree-2002-Task-3.1 Referencing resources
Action
Teacher-to-teacher professional communication \ Resources for teaching \ Resource sharing \
Referencing
Analytic tools
TDA \ Materials for teaching \ Formats \ Resource list
TDA \ Materials for teaching \ Standard content elements \ References and reference
components: Author, Year, Title, Journal name, volume and number / url

AU3-TM1-Athree-2002-Task-3.2 Indexing resources
Action
Teacher-to-teacher professional communication \ Resources for teaching sharing \ Indexing
resources by specific curriculum outcomes and process standards
Analytic tools
TDA \ Teaching principles \ NCTM Principles and Standards \ Process Standards
MKT \ Curriculum \ Specific Curriculum Outcomes
TDA \ Materials for teaching \ Standard content elements \ Reference components \ Indexing (by
SCOs, by process standards)
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AU3-TM1-Athree-2002-Task-3.3 Abstract of an article writing
Action
Teacher-to-teacher professional communication \ Resource sharing \ Writing an abstract
Analytic tools
TDA \ Materials for teaching \ Standard components \ References \ Abstract

AU3-TM1-Athree-2002-Task-4 “Lesson plan critique”
Institutional status: graded assignment (10%)
Task formulation
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Task analysis
Action
Teacher’s action \ Reflection, not shared with fellow teachers \ Lesson plan critique
Analytic tools
TDA \ Teaching models \ Teaching models according to (Cathcart, Pothier, Vance, & Bezuk) \
Developmental model (Riedesel, 1990); Diagnostic model (Ashlock, Johnson, Wilson, & Jones,
1983); Interactive teaching (Cathcart, Pothier, Vance, & Bezuk); Translation model (Cathcart,
Pothier, Vance, & Bezuk); Investigative model (Cathcart, Pothier, Vance, & Bezuk)
TDA \ Phases of the teaching act \ according to (Cathcart, Pothier, Vance, & Bezuk) \ Preteaching activities; Teaching; Post-teaching activities (evaluation, reflection, self-reflection
questions)
TDA \ Teaching principles \ NCTM Principles and standards for teaching (National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics, 2000) \ Process standards (problem solving, reasoning,
communication, connections and representations); Content standards; Principles for school
mathematics
TDA \ Materials for teaching\ Format \ Lesson plan template according to The Math Forum at
Drexel webpage (the new address is http://mathforum.org/te/ )1
TDA \ Materials for teaching\ Standards of quality \ level of student involvement encouraged
(input and participation); level of thinking encouraged; equity issues; practicality; connection
with SCOs; consideration of the NCTM content standards; consideration of the NCTM process
standards
MKT \ Elementary school mathematics \ e.g. adding whole numbers according to (Cathcart,
Pothier, Vance, & Bezuk)
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Note 1: The website of the provincial ministry of education had a template for a lesson plan as
well. We reproduce it here.

AU3-TM1-Athree-2002-Task-5 “Lesson plan”
Institutional status: graded assignment (10%)
Task formulation
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Task analysis
Action
Teacher’s action \ Teaching activity preparation \ Lesson plan writing
Analytic tools
TDA \ Teaching models \ Action-Representation-Symbol-Formalism teaching model
TDA \ Materials for teaching \ Format \ Lesson plan
TDA

\

Materials

for

teaching

\

Standard

components

\

Aims/goals/objectives;

Procedure/description/activities; Evaluation/assessment; List of required materials
TDA \ Materials for teaching \ Standards of quality \ Consideration/awareness of constructivist
learning theory; Support for special needs students (Vision problems; Hearing problems;
Mobility problems; Language of instruction different from mother tongue); Connection of
aims/goals/objectives with curriculum outcomes
PML \ Learning theories \ Constructivism

AU3-TM1-Athree-2002-Task-6 “Teachers of the week”
Institutional status: graded assignment (10%)
Task formulation
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Task analysis
Analytic tools (for subtasks Task 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3)
TDA \ Plans and materials for a math teaching activity \ Formats \ Notes for distribution in class;
lesson plan
MKT \ Curriculum \ Topics (given in the schedule of classes in the outline) \ Data, probability
and statistics; Numeration; Adding and subtracting whole numbers; Multiplying and dividing
whole numbers and decimals; Adding and subtracting fractions and decimals; Shapes;
Measurement; Geometry

AU3-TM1-Athree-2002-Task-6.1 Preparing handouts
Action
Teacher’s action \ Teaching activity preparation \ Materials development \ Notes for distribution
in class

AU3-TM1-Athree-2002-Task-6.2 Co-teaching a TM class
Action
Teacher’s action \ Teaching \ Authentic teaching \ co-teaching a TM class

AU3-TM1-Athree-2002-Task-6.3 Reflection on own teaching
Action
Teacher’s action \ Reflection, not shared \ Reflection on own teaching

AU3-TM1-Athree-2002-Task-6.4 Lesson plan writing
Action
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Teacher’s action \ Teaching activity preparation \ Lesson plan writing for a specified elementary
school grade representing an implementation of ideas presented to the audience before, for
sharing among other teachers
Analytic tools
TDA \ Materials for teaching \ Formats \ Lesson plan

AU3-TM1-Athree-2002-Task-7 “Unit plan”
Institutional status: graded assignment (25%)
Task formulation
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Task analysis
Analytic tools for the whole Task 7
TDA \ Types of lessons \ Introductory lesson; Application lesson; Review lesson
TDA \ Materials for teaching \ Formats \ Unit plan
TDA \ Materials for teaching \ Formats \ Lesson plan
TDA \ Materials for teaching \ Standards content components \ Resource list; Worksheets;
Questionnaires
TDA \ Materials for teaching \ Standards of quality \ Connection of aims/goals/objectives with
curriculum outcomes; Support for special needs students; Planning logic; Structure;
Consideration of constructivist learning theory
PML \ Learning theories \ Constructivism, according to Piaget, Skemp, Dienes

AU3-TM1-Athree-2002-Task-7.1 Unit plan
Action
Teacher’s action \ Teaching activity preparation \ Unit plan writing

AU3-TM1-Athree-2002-Task-7.2 Lesson plan
Action
Teacher’s action \ Teaching activity preparation \ Lesson plan writing

AU3-TM1-Athree-2002-Task-8 “Math bag”
Institutional status: graded assignment (25%)
Task formulation
With the members of your teaching group develop materials for a take home mathematics teaching activity (a
“Math Bag”, see (Reid, 1999)). Your math bag should be appropriate for grade three or higher. Specify the
grade level(s) and which specific curriculum outcomes your activity supports. You should make use of
manipulatives and make connections to language, science, creative arts and/or social studies education. Your
activity and materials should offer support for students with special needs to participate in this activity.
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Task analysis
Action
Teacher’s action \ Teaching activity preparation \ Homework preparing \ Math Bag creating
Analytic tools
TDA \ Materials for teaching \ Formats \ Math Bag
TDA \ Materials for teaching \ Standards of quality \ Connections with curriculum outcomes;
Use of manipulatives; Connections with other subjects; Support for special needs students;
Consideration of the constructivist learning theory; Suitability of the at-home components to use
by parents
PML \ Learning theories \ Constructivism

AU3-TM1-Athree-2002-Task-9 “Professionalism”
Institutional status: not graded, “Special”
Task formulation
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Task analysis

AU3-TM1-Athree-2002-Task-9.1 Class participation
Action
Student’s action \ Behavioral \ Class participation
Analytic tools
Prof \ Standards of the teaching profession \ Being prepared for class; Constructive participation;
Attending classes; Compensating for absence; Attending to class activities
Prof \ Standards of student behavior \ Reading the textbook and other readings

AU3-TM1-Athree-2002-Task-9.2 Solving a math problem
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Solving an elementary math word problem
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school math
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AU3-TM1-Athree-2002-Task-9.3 Discussing an elementary math problem
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \Discussing an elementary math problem
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school math

AU3-TM1-Athree-2002-Task-10 “Mental computation activity”
Institutional status: Non-graded
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Mental computation
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school math

AU3-TM1-Athree-2002-Task-11 “Assessing mathematical
understanding”
Institutional status: Non-graded; discussed in 6 out of the 9 weeks of the course.
Action
Teacher-to-teacher professional communication \ Reflection \ Reflection on assessing
mathematical understanding
Analytic tools
None suggested
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Year 2003
The course outline is almost identical with 2002, so we do not analyze it in detail.

AU3-TM1-Athree-2003-Task-1 Lesson Plan critique
Institutional status: Graded assignment (individual work) (10%)
Task formulation
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Task analysis

AU3-TM1-Athree-2003-Task-2
SCO (Specific Curriculum Outcomes) resources
Institutional status: Graded assignment (15%)
Task formulation
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AU3-TM1-Athree-2003-Task-3 Lesson plan
Institutional status: Graded assignment (individual) (10%)
Task formulation
(The same as in Year 2002 except for the last two paragraphs)
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AU3-TM1-Athree-2003-Task-4 Teachers of the week
Institutional status: Graded assignment (15%) (team work)
Task formulation
(Almost the same as in Year 2002, except for the 6th element of the “typical class” and the last
two paragraphs, one of which states the purposes of the assignments. Students must have
complained that they don’t see the point of the assignment)

AU3-TM1-Athree-2003-Task-5 “Year plan”
Institutional status: Graded assignment (20%) (team work)
Task formulation
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AU3-TM1-Athree-2003-Task-6 “Unit plan”
Institutional status: Graded assignment (30%) (team work)
Task formulation
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AU3-TM1-Athree-2003-Task-6.1 Outlining a sequence of lessons
An outline of a sequence of lessons

AU3-TM1-Athree-2003-Task-6.2 Listing resources to be used in lessons
A list of all resources used in each of the lessons

AU3-TM1-Athree-2003-Task-6.3 Developing text materials
Copies of original text materials (worksheets, questionnaires, etc.) developed as part of the unit

AU3-TM1-Athree-2003-Task-6.4 Lesson plan
Lesson plans for at least three lessons in the unit

AU3-TM1-Athree-2003-Task-6.5 Homework component preparing
An at-home component (e.g. a Math bag)

AU3-TM1-Athree-2003-Task-7 Professionalism
Institutional status: not graded (“special”) (individual)
Same as in 2002 except for the Problem of the week component.
The “problem of the week” description differs from the one in the previous year by the last
paragraph which states the purpose of the assignment. “Problem based teaching” is explicitly
mentioned here.
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Year 2006
This year the textbook reference in the course outline has changed: from Cathcart et al.
(Cathcart, Pothier, Vance, & Bezuk) only, to Cathcart et al. “or” J.A. van de Walle’s
“Elementary and middle grades mathematics – teaching developmentally” (van de Walle, 2004)

AU3-TM1-Athree-2006-Task-1 “SCO Web pages critique”
Institutional status: Graded assignment (10%)
Task formulation
In class 1 you will be assigned about 13 specific curriculum outcomes (SCOs) on which to focus. You will
find web pages describing all the outcomes on the course website. You can also find curriculum guides in the
curriculum centre and a few will be available for use during class time.

Note: This task refers to products of FTs’ work in years 2002 and 2003 on the task “Summary
of Specific Curriculum Outcomes”.
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Task analysis
Action
Teacher-to-teacher professional communication \ Resources for teaching \ Critique of a resource
\ Critique of a resource’s appropriateness as a reference for a given SCO
Analytic tools
TDA \ Materials for teaching \ Formats \ Web page
TDA \ Materials for teaching \ Standards of quality \ Explanation of the meaning of an SCO;
Conceptual relations among SCOs; Additional resources
MKT \ Curriculum \ Outcomes \ Specific curriculum outcomes
Prof \ Course participation standards \ Careful reading of texts

AU3-TM1-Athree-2006-Task-2 “SCO Web pages revision”
Institutional status: Graded assignment (15%)
Task formulation
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Task analysis
Actions
Teacher-to-teacher professional communication \ Resource sharing \ Referencing; Indexing by
SCOs; Abstract writing
Analytic tools
TDA\ Materials for teaching \ Formats \ Web page on the meaning of an SCO
TDA \ Materials for teaching \ Standard content elements \ SCO; explanation of the meaning of
the SCO; Reference components: Author and Title, Journal name, volume, number and url (if
online), Year of publication (or last update), Abstract
TDA\ Materials for teaching \ Standards of quality \ Conceptual relations among SCOs; authors’
names should be on the web page; Links should work

AU3-TM1-Athree-2006-Task-3 “Lesson Plan critique”
Institutional status: Graded assignment (20%)
Task formulation
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NOTE: A very similar task was given in 2002, with same title. There are some differences in the
formulations, though:
2002

2006

“based on the ideas presented in class, “based on the ideas presented in class,
in the text, and in the NCTM Principles in the texts, and in the curriculum
and Standards”
“In

the

NCTM

guides”
Principles

and [This paragraph has been removed in

Standards you should make use of the 2006 version]
Chapter 2….. critiquing”
[Process standards are listed]

[“Process standards” are mentioned but
the standards are not listed]

“Bonus for exceeding expectations’

[No such thing]
“Appropriateness of assessment” [as an
additional variable of the critique]

Grade weight for the task: 10%

Grade weight for the task 20%

Task analysis
Actions
Teacher’s action \ Reflection, not shared with fellow teachers \ Lesson plan critique
Analytic tools
TDA \ Teaching models (Cathcart, Pothier, Vance, & Bezuk)
TDA \ Phases of the teaching act (Cathcart, Pothier, Vance, & Bezuk)
TDA \ Teaching principles \ Process standards (based on texts, which were inspired by NCTM,
but task description does not mention NCTM)
TDA \ Materials for teaching \ Format \ Lesson plan2
TDA \ Materials for teaching \ Standards of quality \ Level of student involvement encouraged
(input and participation); Level of thinking encouraged; Equity issues; Practicality; Connection
with SCOs; Consideration of content standards; Consideration of process standards;

2

There is a template of lesson plan in (Cathcart, Pothier, Vance, & Bezuk)
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Appropriateness of assessment (new relative to 2002, but it was also there in 2002 implicit as
one of the NCTM Principles for School Mathematics: The Assessment Principle)

AU3-TM1-Athree-2006-Task-4 “Lesson Plan”
Institutional status: Graded Assignment (25%)
NOTE: This task is almost identical with Task 5 of 2002. Differences are:
2002

2006

Grade weight = 10%

Grade weight = 25%

“chapter 1 of the textbook”

“chapter 1 of the Cathcart text”

No marking rubric

No marking rubric but there is a one-paragraph explanation
of how the assignment will be assessed.

Task formulation

Task analysis
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Action
Teacher-to-teacher professional communication \ Resources sharing \ Referencing (quoting
sources of ideas for the lesson plan)
Teacher’s action \ Teaching activity preparation \ Lesson plan writing
Analytic tools
TDA \ Teaching models \ Action-Representation-Symbol-Formalism teaching model
TDA \ Materials for teaching \ Format \ Lesson plan template
TDA \ Materials for teaching \ Standard content components \ Aims/goals/objectives;
Procedure/description/activities; Evaluation/assessment; List of required materials
TDA \ Materials for teaching \ Standards of quality content \ Consideration/awareness of
constructivist learning theory; Support for special needs students (Vision problems; Hearing
problems; Mobility problems; Language of instruction different from mother tongue);
Connection of aims/goals/objectives with curriculum outcomes
PML \ Learning theory \ Constructivism

AU3-TM1-Athree-2006-Task-5 “Teachers of the week”
Institutional status: Graded assignment (30%) (team work)
NOTE: This task is almost identical with Task 6 in 2002. The differences are
2002
Grade weight = 10%

2006
30%

“to be distributed to the rest of the “to be distributed to the rest of the
class (paper, email, or web distribution class

(via

[the

university

are all acceptable)”

network])”

Order of the components of the lesson:

Order of the components:

1.Class discussion of the problem of
the week (Classes 1-5)
2. A brief mental computation activity
3. A lesson taught by the instructor
4. A lesson taught by the teachers of
the week and the instructor
5. A discussion of the lesson led by the
instructor

1
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2
4
5
3

web

Task formulation

Task analysis
Analytic tools (for subtasks Task 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3)
TDA \ Materials for teaching \ Formats \ Notes for distribution in class
MKT \ Curriculum \ Topics \ Data, probability and statistics; Numeration; Adding and
subtracting whole numbers; Multiplying and dividing whole numbers and decimals; Adding and
subtracting fractions and decimals; Shapes; Measurement; Geometry

AU3-TM1-Athree-2006-Task-5.1 Preparing a class in a TM course for fellow
FTs
Action
Teacher’s action \ Teaching activity preparation \ Materials development \ Notes for distribution
in class

AU3-TM1-Athree-2006-Task-5.2 Teaching a TM class for fellow FTs
Action
Teacher’s action \ Teaching \ Authentic teaching \ As instructor of a M course

AU3-TM1-Athree-2002-Task-5.3 Reflection on own teaching
Action
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Teacher’s action \ Reflection \ Reflection on own teaching

AU3-TM1-Athree-2002-Task-5.4 Resource sharing
Action
Teacher-to-teacher professional communication \ Resource sharing \ Distribution of a lesson
plan for a specified elementary school grade representing an implementation of ideas presented
to the audience before
Analytic tools
TDA \ Materials for math teaching \ Formats \ Lesson plan template

AU3-TM1-Athree-2006-Task-6 “Professionalism”
Institutional status: ungraded (Special)
NOTE: This task is almost identical with Task 9 of 2002. The only difference is in the “Problem
of the week” description. Instead of being referred to an external website as in 2002, students are
referred to the course website for finding the problems of the week. Obviously, the course
website is getting richer and richer over the years.
Task formulation

Problem of the week
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The first five classes will begin with discussion of the problem of the week. Students should prepare for this
by working on the problem in advance. Adequate preparation will be counted as part of ‘Professionalism’.
The problems will be on the class website.

Task analysis

AU3-TM1-Athree-2006-Task-6.1 Class participation
Action
Student’s action \ Behavioral \ Class participation
Analytic tools
Prof \ Standards of the teaching profession \ Being prepared for class; Constructive participation;
Attending classes; Compensating for absence; Attending to class activities
Prof \ Standards of student behavior \ Reading the textbook and other readings

AU3-TM1-Athree-2006-Task-6.2 Solving an elementary math problem
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Solving an elementary math problem
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school math

AU3-TM1-Athree-2006-Task-6.3 Discussing an elementary math problem
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Discussing an elementary math problem
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school math

AU3-TM1-Athree-2006-Task-6.4 Mental computation
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Mental computation
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school math
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AU3-TM1-Athree-2006-Task-7 “Assessing mathematical
understanding”
Institutional status: Non-graded; discussed in 1 out of the 9 weeks of the course.

Action
Teacher-to-teacher professional communication \ Reflection, shared \ Reflection on assessing
mathematical understanding
Analytic tools
None suggested.
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Year 2007
Textbook: (Van de Walle & Lovin, 2006)

AU3-TM1-Athree-2007-Task-1 “What do new elementary school
teachers need to know about teaching mathematics?”
Institutional status: In-class debate; not graded
Task formulation

Task analysis
Action
FT’s action \ FTs’ communal decision making \ Deciding on the topics to study in a teacher
preparation course
Analytic tools
None mentioned.

AU3-TM1-Athree-2007-Task-2 “Online discussions”
Institutional status: on-going (10%)
Task formulation

Task analysis
Action
Teacher-to-teacher professional communication \ Reflection, shared \ Reflection on an issue
related to elementary mathematics teaching
Analytic tools
Comm \ Discussion standards \ Insightfulness; Creativity; Timeliness
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AU3-TM1-Athree-2007-Task-3 “Big idea web page”
Institutional status: Graded assignment (20%)
Task formulation

[provincial] curriculum differs from a typical US curriculum, the focal points listed in the
NCTM document are not necessarily appropriate. All directly and possibly related SCOs should
be listed and links made to the appropriate pages in the [course] curriculum web, if available (see
[address of the course website]). SCOs from the two grades prior and the two grades after the
focus grade should be included. A template will be provided. This assignment will be handed in
via [course website].

NOTE: This task is similar to 2002 Task 2 “Summary of Specific Curriculum Outcomes” and
2006 Task 2 “SCO web page revision”, which had almost identical marking schemes:
2002 Task 2 (10%)
Putting your name on the
web pages (1%)

2006 Task 2 (15%)
Putting your name on the
web pages (1%)

2007 Task 3 (20%)
Putting your names on the
webpage (1%)

Your summary being an
adequate summary of the
SCO (4%)

Your description of the
curriculum
focus
an
adequate summary of the
concepts (5%)

Including everything asked
for by the template (3%)
Your summary being an
adequate summary of the
SCO (2%)
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The related SCOs you list
being related conceptually
to your SCO (2%)

The related SCOs you list
being related conceptually
to your SCO (3%)

The related SCOs you list
being related conceptually
to your focus (5%)

Links that work (2%)

Links that work (2%)

Links that work (2%)

Journal article including
(total 5%):
title and author (1%)
journal name, volume,
number and url (1%)
year (1%)
abstract (2%)
Your curriculum focus
being a sensible one for the
grade level (4%)
Correct
spelling,
punctuation and word use
(3%)

Task analysis

AU3-TM1-Athree-2007-Task-3.1 Curriculum outcomes interpretation
Actions
Teacher-to-teacher professional communication \ Curriculum outcomes interpretation

AU3-TM1-Athree-2007-Task-3.2 Resource publishing
Teacher-to-teacher professional communication \ Resource publishing \ Webpage creating
Analytic tools common to both subtasks
TDA \ Materials for teaching \ Formats \ Webpage
TDA \ Materials for teaching \ Standard content components\ Curriculum focus; Explanation of
the meaning of the curriculum focus
TDA \ Materials for teaching \ Standards of quality components \ Conceptual relations among
curriculum outcomes and foci; Curriculum focus is a sensible one for a given grade level; Links
work; Correct spelling, punctuation and word use
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AU3-TM1-Athree-2007-Task-4 “Lesson Plan critique”
Institutional status: Graded assignment (20%)
Task formulation

NOTES: Similarity with tasks in previous years
A very similar task was given in 2002, 2003, and 2006, with same title. There are some
differences in the formulations:
2002
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2006

2007

“based on the ideas presented
in class, in the text, and in
the NCTM Principles and
Standards”
“In the NCTM Principles and
Standards you should make
use
of
Chapter 2…..
critiquing”

“based on the ideas
presented in class, in the
texts,
and
in
the
curriculum guides”
NCTM Principles and
Standards is mentioned as
a reference to “diversity
and
equity
issues”
mentioned in the task as a
“point to address”
“Process standards” [Process “Process standards” [the [Process standards are not
standards are listed]
standards are not listed]
even mentioned]
“Bonus
for
exceeding
expectations’
“Appropriateness
of “Appropriateness
of
assessment”
assessment” (reference to
van de Walle Chapter 1,
section on Assessment in
the
Problem-based
classroom, and to a doc
on Levels of thinking
posted on the instructor’s
website)
“Curriculum connections “whether the content is
(SCOs, content standards)” included in the Nova
Scotia curriculum, and
how much is included
(specifiy the relevant
SCOs)” or “Comments
on
curriculum
connections”
“Comments
on
practicality”
“Comments on student “Comments on problem
input and participation”
solving, student input and
participation” (“problem
solving” refers to the
Problem-based approach
presented and advocated
in van de Walle)
“Comments on the level of “Comments on the level
thinking encouraged”
of thinking encouraged”
(ref. to “Levels of
thinking.doc”)
“Correct
spelling,
punctuation and word
use”
“Comments on equity “Comments on diversity
issues”
and equity issues”
Grade weight for the task: Grade weight for the task Grade weight for the task
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“based on the ideas
presented in class, in the
texts, and in the curriculum
guides”
[This paragraph has been
removed in the 2006
version]

10%

20%

20%

References to texts and other resources: When the instructor asks the FTs to address the point,
“how well the lesson incorporates problem solving”, he refers to “problem-based approach” to
teaching, which is described at length in the textbook (Van de Walle & Lovin, 2006). In fact, the
whole first chapter of the textbook is devoted to explaining this approach. This approach is
presented as an application of the NCTM Principles and Standards.
Understanding should be the goal for all mathematics we teach. This message of NCTM’s Principles and
Standards for School Mathematics (2000) is a goal with which it is difficult to argue. For many years and
continuing today, didactic, top-down, do-as-I-show you instruction has been the norm in the United States.
The results have not been positive except for our brightest student and those who memorize rules well. There
must be a better way of teaching. The single most important principle for improving the teaching of
mathematics is to allow the subject of mathematics to be problematic for students (Hiebert J. , et al., 1996).
That is, students solve problems not to apply mathematics but to learn new mathematics. When students
engage in well-chosen problem-based tasks and focus on the solution methods, what results is a new
understanding of the mathematics embedded in the task. When students are actively looking for relationships,
analyzing patterns, finding out which methods work and which don’t, justifying results, or evaluating and
challenging the thoughts of others, they are necessarily and optimally engaging in reflective thought about
the ideas involved…. Most, if not all important mathematics concepts and procedures can best be taught
through problem solving. (van de Walle, 2004, p. 11)

Further, van de Walle spells out the characteristics of what he understands by “problem”: A
problem is “any task or activity for which the students have no prescribed or memorized rules or
methods, nor is there a perception by the students that there is a specific correct solution
method”; a reference is made to (Hiebert J. , et al., 1997). He also states that “a problem for
learning mathematics also has these features: The problem must begin where the students are…
The problematic or engaging aspect of the problem must be due to the mathematics that the
students are to learn…. The problem must require justifications and explanations for answers
and methods” (van de Walle, 2004, p. 11).
Task analysis
Actions
Teacher’s action \ Reflection, not shared \ Lesson plan critique
Analytic tools
TDA \ Teaching models \ Problem-based teaching model
TDA \ Models of assessment (Van de Walle & Lovin, 2006)
TDA \ Materials for teaching \ Formats \ Lesson plan
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TDA \ Materials for teaching \ Incorporation of problem solving; Level of student involvement
encouraged (student input and participation); Level of student thinking encouraged; Diversity
and equity issues; Connection with curriculum outcomes (whether the content is included in the
local curriculum and how much content is included); Use of appropriate assessment; Correct
spelling, punctuation and word use
PML \ Levels of thinking

AU3-TM1-Athree-2007-Task-5 “Lesson plan”
Institutional status: Graded assignment (30%)
Task formulation

Task analysis
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AU3-TM1-Athree-2007-Task-5.1 Resource sharing
Action
Teacher-to-teacher professional communication \ Resource sharing \ Referencing (quoting
sources of ideas for the lesson plan)

AU3-TM1-Athree-2007-Task-5.2 Lesson plan writing
Teacher’s action \ Teaching activity preparation \ Lesson plan writing
Analytic tools
TDA \ Teaching models \ Problem-based teaching; Action-Representation-Symbol-Formalism
teaching model
TDA \ Lesson types \ Introductory lesson (0%)
TDA \ Phases of the teaching act \ Problem-based lesson structure (Before, During, After phases)
TDA \ Materials for teaching \ Format \ Lesson plan
TDA \ Materials for teaching \ Standard content elements \ Aims/goals/objectives;

Procedure/

Description/ Activities; Evaluation/ Assessment; List of required materials; Reference
components (Referencing conventions)
TDA \ materials for teaching \ Standards of quality \ Progression from actions on concrete
objects that model concepts to more abstract representations;

Consideration/awareness of

constructivist learning theory; Consideration of equity and diversity issues: support for special
needs students (Strong math background; Weak math background; Vision problems; Hearing
problems; Mobility problems; Language of instruction different from mother tongue); Structure
appropriate for a problem based lesson; Reference components (Conventional elements of a
reference + Copies or scans or quotes)
PML \ Learning theory \ Constructivism; ARSF

AU3-TM1-Athree-2007-Task-6 “Teachers of the week”
Institutional status: Graded assignment (20%)
Task formulation
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NOTE: There were such tasks before:
2002 – Task 6 – 10%
2006 – Task 5 – 30%
2007 – Task 5 – 20%
Formulation almost identical, except that in 2006 the task required students to also prepare a
lesson plan illustrating the ideas presented in the lesson.
Task analysis
Analytic tools (common for subtasks Task 6.1, 6.2)
TDA \ Materials for teaching \ Formats \ Notes for distribution in class
MKT \ Curriculum topics \ Numeration; Addition and subtraction; Shapes; Geometry
Measurement; Fractions, data, probability

AU3-TM1-Athree-2006-Task-6.1 Writing handouts
Action
Teacher’s action \ Teaching activity preparation \ Materials development \ Notes for distribution
in class

AU3-TM1-Athree-2006-Task-6.2 Teaching
Action
Teacher’s action \ Teaching \ Authentic teaching \ a TM class to fellow FTs

AU3-TM1-Athree-2007-Task-7 “Professionalism”
Institutional status: ungraded (Special)
Task formulation
Your final mark will depend in part on the degree to which your participation in the class conforms to the
standards of the teaching profession. Expectations and mechanisms for accounting for professional behavior
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or the lack of it will be discussed in the first class and the policies agreed by the class will be posted on [the
course website].

Task analysis
Action
Teacher-to-teacher professional communication \ Reflection \ Reflection on “standards of the
teaching profession”
Analytic tools
Prof \ Standards of the teaching profession
Prof \ Professional behavior \ Mechanisms for accounting for professional behavior

AU3-TM1-Athree-2007-Task-8 “Problem of the week”
Institutional status: Non-graded assignment
Task formulation
The first five classes will begin with discussion of the problem of the week. Students should prepare for this
by working on the problem in advance. Adequate preparation will be counted as part of “Professionalism”.
The problems will be on the class web site.

AU3-TM1-Athree-2007-Task-7.1 Solve an elementary math problem
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Solving an elementary math problem
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school math

AU3-TM1-Athree-2007-Task-7.2 Discuss an elementary math problem
Action
Student’s action \ Mathematical \ Discussing an elementary math problem
Analytic tools
MKT \ Elementary school math
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Year 2008
AU3-TM1-Athree-2008-Task-1 “Topics”
Institutional status: ungraded (Special)
Task formulation

Task analysis
Action
FT’s action \ FTs’ communal decision making \ Deciding on the topics to study in a teacher
preparation course
Analytic tools
[none suggested]

AU3-TM1-Athree-2008-Task-2 “Assignments”
Institutional status: ungraded (Special)
Task formulation
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Task analysis
Action
FT’s action \ FTs’ communal decision making \ Deciding on assignments to do in a teacher
preparation course
Analytic tools
[none suggested]

AU3-TM1-Athree-2008-Task-3 “Marking”
Institutional status: ungraded (Special); a decision to be made by each individual student about a
marking system to be applied to him or her
Task formulation
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Task analysis
Action
FT’s action \ FT’s individual decision making \ Deciding on a grading system to be applied to
his or her work
Analytic tools
PML \ Learning theories \ Behaviorism; Constructivism
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Summary analyses
Grade weights of Actions over the years

Another representation of the evolution of grade weights of actions over the years:

2008

Teacher to teacher
professional
communication

2007

Teacher's action
2006
2002

Student's action

2000
FT's action
1999
0%
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Task weights of actions
i.e. percentage of tasks requiring a given action in a given year)

Normed task weights distribution of broad categories of action
i.e., sum of normed weights is 100; proportions between original weights are preserved; when
sum was 100 originally, normed distribution is the same as relative frequency; this can be done
using Norm-1 in normalizing the vectors of distribution of tasks in a given year)
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Task weights of more detailed categories of action

The above table shows sums greater than 0 at times. This is because a category of action could
appear in several tasks, so the same task could be counted more than once.
If we norm-1 the vectors representing the distribution of categories in a given year, we get the
following table:
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A stacked bar chart of these distributions is shown in the next figure:

Grade weights of Analytic tools over the years
In terms of the broadest categories
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TDA kept a prominent position over the years. So we analyze this category in more detail.

TDA details in terms of grade weights

Task weights of the analytic tools
Task weights of analytic tools in terms of the broad categories
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